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A Txtbook of Engineering Physics is written with two distinct objectives:to provied a single
source of information for engineering undergraduates of different specializations and provied
them a solid base in physics.Successivs editions of the book incorporated topic as required by
students pursuing their studies in various universities.In this new edition the contents are finetuned,modeinized and updated at various stages.
This book provides a detailed study of technical drawing and machine design to acquaint
students with the design, drafting, manufacture, assembly of machines and their components.
The book explains the principles and methodology of converting three-dimensional engineering
objects into orthographic views drawn on two-dimensional planes. It describes various types of
sectional views which are adopted in machine drawing as well as simple machine components
such as keys, cotters, threaded fasteners, pipe joints, welded joints, and riveted joints. The
book also illustrates the principles of limits, fits and tolerances and discusses geometrical
tolerances and surface textures with the help of worked-out examples. Besides, it describes
assembly methods and drafting of power transmission units and various mechanical machine
parts of machine tools, jigs and fixtures, engines, valves, etc. Finally, the text introduces
computer aided drafting (CAD) to give students a good start on professional drawing procedure
using computer. KEY FEATURES : Follows the International Standard Organization (ISO)
code of practice for drawing. Includes a large number of dimensioned illustrations and workedout examples to explain the design and drafting process of various machines and their
components. Contains chapter-end exercises to help students develop their design and
drawing skills. This book is designed for degree and diploma students of mechanical,
production, automobile, industrial and chemical engineering. It is also useful for mechanical
draftsmen and designers.
Machine Drawing is divided into three parts. Part I deals with the basic principles of technical
drawing, dimensioning, limits, fits and tolerances. Part II provides details of how to draw and
put machine components together for an assembly drawing. Part III contains problems on
assembly drawings taken from the diverse fields of mechanical, production, automobile and
marine engineering.
This richly illustrated textbook, now in its Second Edition, continues to provide a solid
fundamental treatment of the essential concepts of machine drawing. The book is suitable for
students pursuing courses in mechanical engineering (and its related branches) both at the
undergraduate degree and diploma levels. The students are first introduced to the standards
and conventions of basic engineering drawing. The machine elements such as fasteners,
bearings, couplings, shafts and pulleys, pipes and pipe joints are discussed in depth before
moving on to detailed drawings of components of steam engines, IC engines, boilers, and
machine tools. Gears are covered in a separate chapter. Finally, the book introduces the
students to the principles of computer-aided drafting and designing (CADD) to prepare them to
use software tools effectively for the production of computerised accurate drawings. This
Second Edition includes three new chapters, namely Fits and Tolerances, Assembly Drawings,
and Freehand Sketching, anda revamped chapter on Gears. Besides,all the earlier chapters
have been revised and enlarged with numerous new topics and worked-out examples. Key
Features Provides first and third angle projections Follows the standards set by the Bureau of
Indian Standards as per IS:696–1972/SP:46–1988 Contains multiple-choice questions and
practice exercises
In Computer Aided Engineering Drawing, the author draws upon his vast experience of
teaching and presents a student friendly step-by-step demonstrative approach, similar to that
of classroom teaching. Key Features: * Use of updated B.I.S. conventions. * Incorporates
standard assumptions in case of incomplete data by framing special problems. * Introduces
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various softwares for computer-aided engineering darwings. * Includes solved problems using
different methods. * A concise summary at the end of each chapter for quick revision. *
Includes solutions to difficult problems using 3-D diagrams. * Examination problems of VTU
and other universities have been included in the exercise section for practice. Hints have been
given to solve the problems where necessary. * The complete book has been written with
classroom teaching approach.

This book is for B.Sc Engg., B.E., Dip. In Mech. Engg., Production Engg., Automobile
Engg., Textile Engg., etc., I.T.I.(Draftsman Course in Mech. Engg.), A.T.I., 10+2
System, and other Engineering Examinations. According to Bureau of Indian Standards
(B.I.S.) SP: 46-1988 & IS:696-1972
Designed as a text for the undergraduate students of all branches of engineering, this
compendium gives an opportunity to learn and apply the popular drafting software
AutoCAD in designing projects. The textbook is organized in three comprehensive
parts. Part I (AutoCAD) deals with the basic commands of AutoCAD, a popular drafting
software used by engineers and architects. Part II (Projection Techniques) contains
various projection techniques used in engineering for technical drawings. These
techniques have been explained with a number of line diagrams to make them simple
to the students. Part III (Descriptive Geometry), mainly deals with 3-D objects that
require imagination. The accompanying CD contains the animations using creative
multimedia and PowerPoint presentations for all chapters. In a nutshell, this textbook
will help students maintain their cutting edge in the professional job market. KEY
FEATURES : Explains fundamentals of imagination skill in generic and basic forms to
crystallize concepts. Includes chapters on aspects of technical drawing and AutoCAD
as a tool. Treats problems in the third angle as well as first angle methods of projection
in line with the revised code of Indian Standard Code of Practice for General Drawing.
About the Book: Written by three distinguished authors with ample academic and
teaching experience, this textbook, meant for diploma and degree students of
Mechanical Engineering as well as those preparing for AMIE examination, incorporates
the latest st
This text-book follows (i) the metric system of length measurement and (ii) first-angle
method of orthographic projection. However, the third-angle projection method has not
been completely ignored. This edition is thoroughly revised and enlarged by adding
substantial new material, numerous figures and also new worked-out examples. It
describes in an easy-to-follow style and with application of the principles of orthographic
projection, forms, proportions and uses of simple machine, engine and boiler parts.
Chapters on elements of production drawings, assembly drawings and elements of
computer aided drafting (CADr) are also given. The techniques of freehand sketching,
dimensioning, conversion of pictorial views, sectional views and interpretation of views
are treated in clear and simple manner. Most of the orthographic views are
accompanied by the pictorial views of the objects to enable the students to visualize the
shapes easily. The book covers the syllabi of Machine Drawing to meet the
requirements of Engineering Degree students of all the Indian Universities as well as
Diploma courses in various branches of Engineering conducted by the Department of
Technical Education, for I.T.I. students and also to the candidates reading for the
A.M.I.E. and U.P.S.C. Examination.
Engineering DrawingPlane and Solid GeometryMACHINE DRAWING
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Engineering Drawing is a textbook designed for the students of all engineering
disciplines to develop a spatial bent of mind to observe, visualize, and
understand the structure of objects from different perspectives. This ability forms
the central idea of design and development of all engineering products.
Beginning with the basics, such as BIS conventions, geometrical constructions,
and scales, the book presents a detailed chapter on Visualization Concepts and
Freehand Sketching, which lays the foundation to understand the subsequent
chapters on orthographic projections, projection of points, lines, planes, and
solids. These chapters ease the complexity of understanding further chapters
such as intersection of solids, surfaces, and development of surfaces. The last
few chapters discuss isometric projections, transformation of projections,
perspective projections, and finally computer-aided drafting that briefs the reader
about the utility of AutoCAD 2015 tools in drawing. The book provides a number
of example problems, step-by-step procedure for solutions, numerous graded
practice exercises, and multiple-choice questions.
Engineering Drawing, 2e continues to cover all the fundamental topics of the
field, while maintaining its unique focus on the logic behind each concept and
method. Based on extensive market research and reviews of the first edition, this
edition includes a new chapter on scales, the latest version of AutoCAD, and new
pedagogy. The coverage of topics has been made more clear and concise
through over 300 solved examples and exercises, with new problems added to
help students work progressively through them. Combining technical accuracy
with readable explanations, this book will be invaluable to both first-year
undergraduate engineering students as well as those preparing for professional
exams.
ENGINEERING DRAWING is a simple e-Book with all about- the latest &
Important Drawing Information, Machine Parts Drawing, Hand Tools Drawing &
Instruments Drawing used in Engineering & ITI courses like Fitter, Machinist,
Turner, Tool & Die Maker, Diesel Mechanic & Motor Mechanic. It contains
objective questions with underlined & bold correct answers & Images covering all
topics including Engineering Curves, Geometrical Construction, Orthographic
Projection, Isometric Projection, Free Hand Sketching, Hand Tools Drawing,
Measuring Instruments Drawing, Machine Parts Drawing, and lots more. We add
new question answers with each new version. Please email us in case of any
errors/omissions. This is arguably the largest and best e-Book for All engineering
multiple choice questions and answers. As a student you can use it for your
exam prep. This e-Book is also - useful for professors to refresh material.
The primary objective of this book is to provide an easy approach to the basic
principles of Engineering Drawing, which is one of the core subjects for
undergraduate students in all branches of engineering. Further, it offers
comprehensive coverage of topics required for a first course in this subject,
based on the author’s years of experience in teaching this subject. Emphasis is
placed on the precise and logical presentation of the concepts and principles that
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are essential to understanding the subject. The methods presented help students
to grasp the fundamentals more easily. In addition, the book highlights essential
problem-solving strategies and features both solved examples and multiplechoice questions to test their comprehension.
Salient Features: Provided simple step by step explanations to motivate self
study of the subject. Free hand sketching techniques are provided. Worksheets
for free hand practice are provided. A new chapter on Computer Aided Design
and Drawing (CADD) is added.
In two editions spanning more than a decade, The Electrical Engineering Handbook
stands as the definitive reference to the multidisciplinary field of electrical engineering.
Our knowledge continues to grow, and so does the Handbook. For the third edition, it
has expanded into a set of six books carefully focused on a specialized area or field of
study. Each book represents a concise yet definitive collection of key concepts, models,
and equations in its respective domain, thoughtfully gathered for convenient access.
Sensors, Nanoscience, Biomedical Engineering, and Instruments provides thorough
coverage of sensors, materials and nanoscience, instruments and measurements, and
biomedical systems and devices, including all of the basic information required to
thoroughly understand each area. It explores the emerging fields of sensors,
nanotechnologies, and biological effects. Each article includes defining terms,
references, and sources of further information. Encompassing the work of the world’s
foremost experts in their respective specialties, Sensors, Nanoscience, Biomedical
Engineering, and Instruments features the latest developments, the broadest scope of
coverage, and new material on multisensor data fusion and MEMS and NEMS.
Market_Desc: Materials Scientists, Engineers, and Students of Engineering. Special
Features: · It synchronizes contents with the sequence of topics taught in materials
science and engineering courses in most universities in South Asia, while retaining the
subject material of the seventh edition.· Materials of Importance pieces in most
chapters provide relevance to the subject material.· Updated discussions on metals,
ceramics and polymers.· Concept check questions test conceptual understanding.· CDROM packaged with the book contains the last five chapters in the book, answers to
concept check questions and solutions to selected problems.· Virtual Materials Science
and Engineering in CD-ROM to expedite learning process.· Integrates numerous
examples throughout the chapters that show how the material is applied in the real
world.· Professor Balasubramaniam was the recipient of several awards like the Indian
National Science Academy Young Scientist Award (1993), Alexander von Humboldt
Foundation fellowship (1997), Best Metallurgist Award by the Ministry of Steels and
Mines and the Indian Institute of Metals (1999) and the Materials Research Society of
Indian Medal (1999) and recently Distinguished Educator of the Year (2009). About The
Book: Building on the success of previous edition, this book continues to provide
engineers with a strong understanding of the three primary types of materials and
composites, as well as the relationships that exist between the structural elements of
materials and their properties. With improved and more interactive learning modules,
this textbook provides a better visualization of the concepts. Apart from serving as a
text book for the basic course in materials science and engineering in engineering
colleges, the book covers topics that can be used to advantage even in specialized
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courses pertaining to engineering materials. The book can be consulted as a good
reference source for important properties of a wide variety of engineering materials,
which benefits a wide spectrum of future engineers and scientists.
This Book Provides A Systematic Account Of The Basic Principles Involved In
Engineering Drawing. The Treatment Is Based On The First Angle Projection.Salient
Features: * Nomography Explained In Detail. * 555 Self-Explanatory Solved University
Problems. * Step-By-Step Procedures. * Side-By-Side Simplified Drawings. * Adopts
B.I.S. And I.S.O. Standards. * 1200 Questions Included For Self Test.The Book Would
Serve As An Excellent Text For B.E., B.Tech., B.Sc. (Ap. Science) Degree And
Diploma Students Of Engineering. Amie Students Would Also Find It Extremely Useful.
this book includes Geometrical Drawing & Computer Aided Drafting in First Angle
Projection. Useful for the students of B.E./B.Tech for different Technological
Universities of India. Covers all the topics of engineering drawing with simple
explanation.
This is a clear, comprehensive, full-color introduction and reference for students and
professionals who are creating engineering drawings and graphics with CAD software
or by hand. It provides excellent technical detail and motivating real-world examples,
illuminating theory with a colorful, highly-visual format complemented with concise text.
Designed for busy, visually-oriented learners, this guide expands on well-tested
material, fully updated for the latest ASME standards, materials, industries and
production processes. Its up-to-date examples range from mechanical, plastic, and
sheet metal drawings to modern techniques for civil engineering, architecture, and rapid
prototyping. Throughout, clear, easy, step-by-step descriptions teach essential
sketching and visualization techniques, including the use of 3D and 2D CAD. All color
visuals are tightly integrated with text to promote rapid mastery. Colorful models and
animations on a companion website bring the material to life, and hands-on projects
and tear-out worksheets make this guide ideal both for learning and for ongoing
reference.

This book is meant for the Engineering Drawing course offered to the students of
all engineering disciplines in their first year. An important highlight of this book is
the inclusion of practical hints along with theory which would enable the students
to make perfect drawings.
For all students and lecturers of basic engineering and technical drawing The
new edition of this successful text describes all the geometric instructions and
engineering drawing information, likely to be needed by anyone preparing or
interpreting drawings or designs. There are also plenty of exercises to practise
these principles.
Electrical Drawing Is An Important Engineering Subject Taught To
Electrical/Electronics Engineering Students Both At Degree And Diploma Level
Institutions. The Course Content Generally Covers Assembly And Working
Drawings Of Electrical Machines And Machine Parts, Drawing Of Electrical
Circuits, Instruments And Components. The Contents Of This Book Have Been
Prepared By Consulting The Syllabus Of Various State Boards Of Technical
Education As Also Of Different Engineering Colleges. This Book Has Nine
Chapters. Chapter I Provides Latest Informations About Drawing Sheets,
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Lettering, Dimensioning, Method Of Projections, Sectional Views Including
Assembly And Working Drawings Of Simple Electrical And Mechanical Items
With Plenty Of Solved Examples.The Second Chapter Deals With Drawing Of
Commonly Used Electrical Instruments, Their Method Of Connection And Of
Instrument Parts. Chapter Iii Deals With Mechanical Drawings Of Electrical
Machines And Machine Parts. The Details Include Drawings Of D.C. Machines,
Induction Machines, Synchronous Machines, Fractional Kw Motors And
Transformers. Chapter Iv Includes Panel Board Wiring Diagrams. The Fifth
Chapter Is Devoted To Winding Diagrams Of D.C. And A.C. Machines. Chapter
Vi And Vii Include Drawings Of Transmission And Distribution Line Accessories,
Supports, Etc. As Also Plant And Substation Layout Diagrams.Miscellaneous
Drawing Like Drawings Of Earth Electrodes, Circuit Breakers, Lighting Arresters,
Etc. Have Been Dealt With In Chapter Viii. Graded Exercises With Feedback On
Reading And Interpreting Engineering Drawings Covering The Entire Course
Content Have Been Included In Ix Providing Ample Opportunities To The Learner
To Practice On Such Graded Exercises And Receive Feedback. Chapter X
Includes Drawings Of Electronic Circuits And Components. This Book, Unlike
Some Of The Available Books In The Market, Contains A Large Number Of
Solved Examples Which Would Help Students Understand The Subject Better.
Explanations Are Very Simple And Easy To Understand.Reference To Norms
And Standards Have Been Made At Appropriate Places. Students Will Find This
Book Useful Not Only For Passing Examinations But Even More In Reading And
Interpreting Engineering Drawings During Their Professional Career.
FUNDAMENTALS OF GEOMETRIC DIMENSIONING AND TOLERANCING 3E
is a unique book that meets the needs of your students in industrial technology,
CAD, engineering technology, and manufacturing technology. This book clearly
organizes geometric dimensioning and tolerancing fundamentals into small,
logical units for step-by-step understanding. Measurable performance objectives
help you and your students assess their progress. Discussion questions promote
interaction and higher-order thinking, and practice problems ensure thorough
understanding of the concepts presented. FUNDAMENTALS OF GEOMETRIC
DIMENSIONING AND TOLERANCING 3E defines and fully encompasses the
revised ANSI/ASME Y14.5M-2009 to keep your students current on these
important industry standards. This book is cited by top industry professionals as
meeting the highest standards for a GD&T book! Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available
in the ebook version.
The new book Fundamentals of Engineering Drawing for polytechnics. For 1 yr
polytechnic students of all states of India. In accordance with the Bureau of
Indian Standards (BIS) SP :46-1988 and IS :696-1972. Simple and Lucid
Language with systematic development of subject matter. More than 2000
illustrations were given with proper explanation.
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